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THE BOB LARKIN SKETCHBOOK
ISBN: NA
Category: Sketchbook
Price: $12.00 U.S.

Format: Digest
Trim: 5.5” x 8.5”
Page Count: 24

Artist Resides:
Long Island, NY

He’s created some of comics’ most iconic images—
a snarling Hulk raising a green-hued fist in anger, 
Conan the Barbarian strangling an enemy, even the 
disco-inspired first-issue cover for The Dazzler—
and inspired some of the industry’s most popular 
artists.

From the Planet of the Apes to Babylon 5 and Star 
Wars, from Doc Savage and Spider-Man to “Stone 
Cold” Steve Austin and The Rock, and from James 

www.starwarpconcepts.com

Cameron’s low-budget epic Piranha II to William 
Shatner’s directorial turn on Star Trek V, there’s little 
that artist Bob Larkin hasn’t painted. But few of his 
fans have ever seen the incredible sketch work that 
goes into his eye-catching pieces—until now.

The Bob Larkin Sketchbook is a 24-page collection of 
superheroes, wrestling stars, and pulp adventurers—
including a trio of brand-new sketches exclusive to 
this volume!

Sales Points:
• Bob Larkin is the legendary cover painter of Doc 

Savage,  The Savage Sword of Conan the Barbarian, 
X-Men:  The Chaos Engine Trilogy, Star Trek, Star 
Wars, Planet of the Apes, and The Saga of Pandora 
Zwieback (among many other titles)

• Larkinʼs fanbase includes acclaimed artists Alex  Ross 
(Marvels,  Kingdom Come), Joe Jusko (Warlord of 
Mars,  Vampirella),  Walt Simonson (Thor), John 
Romita Sr. (The Amazing Spider-Man),  and John 
Romita Jr. (Kick-Ass, The Avengers)

Endorsements:
• “Larkinʼs magazine and paperback covers are both 

legendary and iconic. There are few pop  culture touch-
stones which this artist hasnʼt depicted with his  unique 
and powerful style of illustration.”—Budʼs Art Books

• “Long before Alex Ross, Bob Larkin became the first 
major painter to be known for superhero covers, 
thanks to his work on Marvelʼs magazine covers.”

 —Comic Mix

• “Bob Larkin is a guy whoʼs never truly received the 
credit for being one of the best all-time cover artists.”

—Shotgun Reviews

Available for Purchase via:
• StarWarp Concepts Web site 

Audience:
• Fans of Bob Larkin, and of comic book and pulp  fiction 

artwork
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